
Win7, 64-bit IE9 v9.0.8112.16421 FF20 v20.0.1 Results are with the FF plugin installed

Successful (green) tests indicate
ability to upload/play movies

avi file flv file mov file m4v file mp4 file wma (audio) wmv
FF20 IE9 FF20 IE9 FF20 IE9 FF20 IE9 FF20 IE9 FF20 IE9 FF20 IE9

High security settings
http://qa1-nl.sakaiproject.org/

Unable to insert/save files in CK Editor
Alert: The object tag contained an attribute that we could not process.

Default security settings
https://qa29.longsight.com/

A y y y y y A B y y A y A y

Server with antisamy disabled
https://sakai-29.rutgers.edu/

A y y y y y A B y y A y A C

A: Movie file needs to be set to
"publicly available" in Resources

B - IE9: Edit: File inserts; View: no
player displays, but a strange
textbox
 
Set file to be "publicly available" in
Resources, IE still has the strange
textbox when viewed

C - IE9: On insert, IE9 asks if you want to allow the Windows
Media Player add-on. Clicking yes refreshes and knocks out
any text you entered. Reinsert the movie and save.
 
View: The first time you try to view the movie, IE9 asks if
you want to allow the Windows Media Player add-on. After
clicking yes, then clicking to play, it doesn't play the first
time. Click to play again and now the movie plays.

m4v_in_IE9 IE9_WMP_Addon

MAC OS X v10.7.5 FF20 v20.0 Safari v6.0.4 FF20: Quicktime Plugin

Successful (green) tests indicate
ability to upload/play movies

avi file flv file mov file m4v file mp4 file wma (audio) wmv
FF20 Safari FF20 Safari FF20 Safari FF20 Safari FF20 Safari FF20 Safari FF20 Safari

High security settings
http://qa1-nl.sakaiproject.org/

Unable to insert/save files in CK Editor
Alert: The object tag contained an attribute that we could not process.

Default security settings
https://qa29.longsight.com/

NP2C NP2A y y y E A NP2A y y NP3A NP3 NP3A NP2

Server with antisamy disabled
https://sakai-29.rutgers.edu/

NP2C NP2A y y y E A NP2A y y NP3A NP3 NP3A NP2

A: Movie file needs to be set to
"publicly available" in Resources

NP2: player has no buttons, just the image
 
NP2A: Before and after setting to public, "Operation couln't be
completed. The file is not a movie file. (-2048)"
 
NP2B: Player has no buttons, just the image
After setting file to public, received "Operation couln't be completed.
The file is not a movie file. (-2048)
 
NP2C: player has no buttons, just the image, can scroll up and down
and see different frames
 
NP3: Nothing displays
 
NP3A: Had the Flip4Mac plugin, but disabled it. FF shows disabled
plugin

E: Safari Quicktime image
with a question mark
displays
Movie file needs to be set
to "publicly available" in
Resources
 
MAKE SURE TO CLEAR
HISTORY AFTER SETTING
FILES TO BE PUBLICLY
AVAILABLE BEFORE
VIEWING AGAIN
 
 

Mac_Safari_mov


